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Penetration testing of Google Chrome 
on Windows 10: memory usage 
 
Abstract 
This master thesis describes an approach to black box penetration test 64-bit Google 
Chrome memory usage on Windows 10 and analyze the results in order to reason 
about the complexity of Chrome’s memory protection techniques.  

Main focus of the research is to perform heap spray of virtual memory to a Chrome's 
process. 64-bit processes get terabytes of virtual memory. By doing experiments the 
author answers on tricky questions about memory usage and puts together the theory 
and the practice about memory layout, maximum allocation size for an object, auxiliary 
objects, consecutive blocks, and randomization of the memory. 

Chrome is claimed to be the most secure browser. It makes the topic extremely 
challenging on student level and demands high competence in web development 
and memory protection techniques. The author establishes testing and development 
environment and explains experiment goals, methods, flow, and observations, as well 
as draws the conclusions. Two first experiments correct memory layout given in official 
Windows documentation. By next experiments the author has found the max size for 
a single typed array (2 gigabytes), its actual location in virtual memory and observed 
auxiliary allocations related to the typed array. The next experiment showed that single 
typed array locations are random. Based on the knowledge from previous experiments 
the last experiment was focused on filling the memory as much as possible. It was 
challenging, but at the end the working solution was found. While spraying memory 
in the last experiment it becomes clear how secure allocation algorithm Chrome 
uses — it is possible to allocate much more memory on the heap. 

This result makes the next step clear — upgrade the setup to run allocation process 
many times in order to find a way to predict allocations. The author's suggestions are 
to automate analysis, calculation and statistics, upgrade tools, study Chrome's source 
code, and try more sophisticated strategies, which require even more advanced 
knowledge and skills. 
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Chapter 1.  
Introduction 

Short description of the area of the research, the research problem 
and the method chosen to approach it are collected in this chapter. 
It also introduces to the objective of the thesis and its target group 
as well as the author's personal motivation to advance knowledge 
in the field.  

In the last two sections the reader can find overview to each chapter 
in the thesis and a list of key terms used without precision throughout 
the document.  
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The area of research 

Google Chrome is the most popular  web browser today, it is free, it is open source, 1

and it claims to be most secure browser [4]. Memory usage by Google Chrome 
is an ambitious and important area of research.  

Content. In this thesis one can find information about Window specific memory layout, 
simple JavaScript code snippets to allocate memory, suggestion for commands 
for memory dump analysis by the debugger tool WinDbg, as well as results 
for experiments done by the author and further research steps suggestions 
and guidelines. 

Goals. The main goal for the research is to gain a high level of understanding 
of the way Chrome operates the virtual memory and address space layout. 
The secondary goal is to try to apply the knowledge and ethical hacking skills learned 
during the master grade program to find any predictability in memory allocations which 
could be exploited as a part of a sophisticated attack.  

The most relevant previous findings in this area 

The history of Chrome development has a lot of vulnerabilities reported 
and patched. [5] A great subset of them is related to memory usage. Descriptions 
and case studies of some of the exploits and vulnerabilities can be found 
in the Internet. [6] Those are an inspiration for this master thesis and future work 
on the area of research. 

The starting point for this thesis has become a SkyLined’s blog post «Heap spraying 
high addresses in 32-bit Chrome/Firefox on 64-bit Windows» [7] written by Berend-Jan 
Wever, veteran of specialist security teams at both Microsoft and Google [8,9]. 
This exploit still works for 32-bit Chrome on 64-bit Windows.  

The strategy for the master thesis is based on the idea to analyze and reproduce 
SkyLined’s approach to 64-bit Chrome.  

1 Note: this type of statistics is based on the past traffic during some period to all websites 
available for the counting organization. That is why I refer to several different counting 
organizations.[1–3] 
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Research problem and why this is worthwhile studying 

To be secure in the Internet is a daily need for all Internet users. The level of protection 
served by a chosen browser is the level of security. More than half of the active human 
Internet users  chooses Google Chrome as a browsing tool. [1–3] The security level 2

Chrome provides is essential for all these users, who became targets in case of found 
vulnerabilities. 

The objective of the thesis: how far I hope to advance 
knowledge in the field 

One of the ways to prove application security in a particular area is to penetration test 
the application. This master thesis focuses on Chrome’s memory usage on Windows. 
Establishment of the testing and development environment and choice of tools 
are described in detail, as well as decisions made during the experiment solutions 
development. This could be useful for researchers who want to analyze an application 
on Windows. My code and gathered memory dumps are publicly available 
in a GitHub-repository, such that experiments could be reproduced by inquisitives. 
This could be used by students to elaborate on the topic.  

Chrome is considered the most secure browser in the world. [4] A number 
of experiments done by the author result into a number of conclusions about the 
complexity of Chrome’s protection techniques for memory usage. These conclusions 
are important for all Chrome users as well as for other ethical hackers and researchers 
in the area.  

Exploits, which can cause much damage, specifically arbitrary code execution, 
are scored highest and paid good. [10,11] An attack based on a browser's vulnerability 
exploit, is used to have several steps. Remote arbitrary code execution on a user 
machine is a dangerous and powerful attack, which requires a storage for the payload 
to be executed and a pointer to it to redirect the execution flow. The payload could 
be stored in the virtual memory to a browser process on a predictable address 
and delivered using the browser. [12]  

This master thesis elaborates to prove that payload delivery for remote arbitrary code 
execution is not trivial to accomplish due to Windows’ and Chrome’s memory 
protections. 

2 Note: this type of statistics is based on the past traffic during some period to all websites 
available for the counting organization. That is why I refer to several different counting 
organizations. 
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Target group and knowledge requirements 

The target group for this master thesis is master students taking courses 
in programming, network and cyber security. 

Requirements. This research requires deep understanding of Windows’ and Chrome's 
protection techniques (virtual memory, DEP, ASLR, sandboxing, unique heap 
realization in Chrome, etc. [4,13]) and advanced skills in front-end coding and process 
debugging on both high (code) and low (memory dump) levels. 

The basics of this knowledge and skills could be learned at the University of Oslo. 
The depth could be achieved by studying Windows and Chrome documentation, 
following security blogs in the Internet, practicing coding and debugging on real 
or personal projects.  

Personal motivation 

Even then when I realized that the topic is highly challenging due to quality of Chrome 
protections and high competence requirements I wanted to try to apply my knowledge 
and skills to elaborate on the problem area and make this information publicly 
available.  

My supervisor Laszlo Erdodi and I assume that we are not alone trying to find 
vulnerabilities in Chrome memory usage and it is very likely that a solution for 
delivering of arbitrary payload to a certain address or range of addresses exists 
and maybe already known, but not published yet.  

Technical part of the thesis is set up by me based on my experience as a full-stack 
developer at Experis Ciber. I do refer to this experience in sections about web 
applications and technical choices, because I believe that after 6 years practising 
I have become a professional in the area.  

Research method in brief 

To find out if the data in Chrome’s process is written randomly in virtual memory 
a number of experiments should be done. Each experiment has its goal to prove 
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or knowledge to achieve. All experiments treat Windows and Chrome as black boxes, 
no source code is studied.  

To run the experiments for the master thesis the following environment was 
established: 

● Server. Locally a HTTP-server runs to respond to the Chrome’s requests with 
different payloads. 

● Front-end. The responses are written in JavaScript. This code Chrome will 
execute to allocate memory and write into it. The code, its evolution and 
memory map for each try are stored in the author's personal GitHub-repository 
and publicly available to reproduce the test results. 

● Memory dump analysis. To analyse virtual memory usage Windows 
debugger software WinDbg is installed locally to access Chrome’s processes 
initialized by the author. 

Structure of the report 

Content of the report is split into seven chapters. As you have seen, the first chapter 
gives an introduction to the main aspects related to the thesis and area of the 
research. 

Related sources and theoretical focus can be found in the second chapter. The author 
presents three central areas the reader should have knowledge about. Those areas 
are Windows virtual memory layout, Google Chrome protection techniques, and heap 
spraying strategy. Also in this chapter the author included her first experiment, 
because the results has become a starting point for the master thesis research. 

In order to study the field author had to build a research environment to experiment 
with virtual memory. Understanding of a client-server web architecture and complexity 
of memory dumps analysis can be achieved by reading the third chapter. 

The core of the thesis is experiments done by the author in order to find answers 
raised in the second chapter. Research options and discussions around the author's 
choices are listed in chapter 4. The experiment results and conclusions are 
documented in chapter 5.  

The scope of a master thesis has its boundaries and limitations. The received results 
have raised even more questions and challenges. In chapter 6 I intend to inspire 
forthcoming researchers to solve these challenges by suggesting some ideas and 
presenting materials found in the Internet.  

Last chapter summarises the problem, the main findings and the discussion, as well 
as compare the results with materials in the second chapter and author's expectations. 
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Short implications of the research, inspirations and last thoughts for people working 
in the field are stated in the last chapter. 

Vocabulary and agreements 

Windows. 64-bit operating system Windows 10 Pro produced by Microsoft 
Corporation, x64-based processor Intel Core, RAM 16 gigabytes. 

Chrome or 64-bit Chrome. Browser Google Chrome produced for Windows 10 
by Google, version 75.0.3770.142 (Official Build) (64-bit).  

32-bit Chrome. Browser Google Chrome produced for Windows 10 by Google, 
version 75.0.3770.142 (Official Build) (32-bit) 

Chromium. «Google Chrome is made possible by the Chromium open source project 
and other open source software .»  The Chromium Project is a browser open source 3 4

project for developers, which is still alive and is convenient for experiments, tests and 
code improving. [14] 

WinDbg. Windows Debugger, a debugging tool for 64-bit Windows, version 
10.0.17763.132 AMD64. [15] 

VMMap (Virtual Memory Mapper). VMMap is a process virtual and physical memory 
analysis utility. Version 3.26. [16] 

Internet or Web is a hypermedia-based structure which provides a source of browsing 
information over the internet in a non-sequential format by the use of hyperlinks which 
redirects users to more resources and information [17]. 

Debugging. By using this term in the thesis I mean suspend the execution 
of a program in order to observe environment state. More generally it means a process 
of finding and resolving defects or problems within a computer program that prevent 
correct operation of computer software or a system. [18] 

Breakpoint. I use breakpoints to stop the execution of a program in debug mode 
before a particular line in the source code. Breakpoints allow a developer to let 
application execute the rest of the source code i regular way. Different debugging 
applications provide different API to set breakpoints in the program code. I want 
to point out that when execution of a program is stopped on a breakpoint, the 
application which runs the program looks frozen. It happens in the experiments in 

3 Google Chrome provides a list of open source software for each version of Chrome in settings 
chrome://credits/. 
4 Google Chrome states this in each version of Chrome in chrome://settings/help with licence 
and a link to the webpage. 
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chapter 5 — the Chrome tab freezes right after WinDbg attaches the tab's process 
by ID. 

Process ID (PID). For this research the reader should only know about a process ID 
that it is a unique number an operating system assigns to each process. When the 
process is terminated, its number could be assigned to another process. 
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Chapter 2.  
Related sources and theoretical focus 

 

In this chapter the author presents three central areas the reader should 
have knowledge about. To of them master students may recall from 
the university courses — Windows virtual memory layout and heap 
spraying technique. The last one is Google Chrome protection 
techniques is not a part of the master program. The author elaborates 
on it in more detail.  

Also in this chapter the author includes her first experiment, because 
the results has become a starting point for the whole master thesis 
research. 

The theoretical basis of this thesis is built on Windows and Chrome 
documentation, few books and research papers, and security experts' 
blog posts  and discussions on the Internet.  5

  

5 In some cases their real names are not provided, but we can always prove their information 
by running their code. 
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Windows virtual memory layout 

User and kernel address space. In order to analyse Windows memory dumps, 
the reader should recall virtual memory layout for 32- and 64-bit processes 
and allocation strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Virtual memory layout for 32-bit Windows (left) and for 64-bit Windows (right) 
according to Windows Documentation. [19]  

As we learn from Windows documentation [19], the total available virtual address 
space is 2^32 bytes (4 gigabytes). Usually the lower 2 gigabytes are used for user 
space, and the upper 2 gigabytes are used for system space. 

In 32-bit Windows, you have the option of specifying (at boot time) that more than 
2 gigabytes are available for user space. The consequence is that fewer virtual 
addresses are available for system space. You can increase the size of user space 
to as much as 3 gigabytes, in which case only 1 gigabyte is available for system 
space. 

The same section of Widows documentation states that in 64-bit architecture 
the theoretical amount of virtual address space is 2^64 bytes (16 exabytes), but only 
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a small portion of the 16-exabyte range is actually used. The 8-terabyte range from 
0x000`00000000 through 0x7FF`FFFFFFFF is used for user space, and portions 
of the 248-terabyte range from 0xFFFF0800`00000000 through 
0xFFFFFFFF`FFFFFFFF are used for system space.  

The missing layout is for a 32-bit process on a 64-bit machine. This can be answered 
by an experiment described later in chapter 5 (see experiment 5.1).  

Memory allocation strategy. Code 
running in user mode has access to the 
user space but does not have access 
to the system space. This restriction 
prevents a user-mode code from reading 
or altering protected operating system 
data structures. Code running in kernel 
mode has access to both system space 
and the virtual address space of the 
current user-mode process. [20] 

According to Arpaci-Dusseau the typical 
use of an address space would look like 
shown in figure 2.2. [21 ch.13] Later in this 
thesis this layout will be verified or 
corrected for 64-bit Chrome processes 
according to the memory dumps 
generated by WinDbg and VMMap 
in experiment 5.2 (see chapter 5). 

Figure 2.2. An example of sharing the address 
space between the heap, stack, and program 
code. 

Heap spray technique 

As explained in the «Exploit writing tutorial part 11: Heap Spraying Demystified» [22], 
heap spraying is a technique that allows an attacker to take advantage of the fact that 
the heap is deterministic and allows the attacker to put some shellcode somewhere 
in the heap, at a predictable address, before application triggers a memory corruption. 
This would allow the attacker to jump to it reliably. 

Steps to make the technique work: 

1. Spray the heap. 
2. Trigger the bug or vulnerability. 
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3. Control register for the instruction pointer  and make it point directly into 6

the heap. 

More about heap spray attack and techniques used to detect and mitigate it could 
be found in many sources, for instance in the article «RandHeap: heap randomization 
for mitigating heap spray attacks in virtual machines». [23]  

Chrome protection techniques 

Nowadays a browser is a tool millions of people use daily world wide. A browser 
is a link between a local computer and the Internet. It makes the browser very 
powerful. A browser has access to user’s password storage, history, cookies, local file 
system, it is allowed to make calls to operating system, and responsible for secure 
session establishment. While browsers have power, they must be secure.  

Google Chrome is one of the most popular web browsers today, it is free, it is open 
source, and it claims to be most secure browser [4]. 

Charles Reis and Carlos Pizano, developers at Google Chrome, and Adam Barth, 
contributor to the Chromium, a researcher from the University of California, Berkeley, 
published several papers about Chromium and Chrome architecture in the first decade 
of this century. [24,25] The main security concerns are generalized from first-hand 
experience and I mean still relevant today for all browsers. They describe three layers 
of defenses to protect the user from bugs in Chrome [25]: 

● Modular architecture contains two major components that run in different 
operating-system processes: a high-privilege browser kernel and 
a low-privilege rendering engine (OS-level sandboxing). The browser kernel 
acts with the user’s authority and is responsible for drawing the user interface, 
storing the cookie and history databases, and providing network access. 
The rendering engine acts on behalf of the Web principal and is not trusted 
to interact with the user’s file system. The rendering engine parses HTML, 
executes JavaScript, decodes images, paints to an off-screen buffer, and 
performs other tasks necessary for rendering webpages. 

6 EIP is a register in x86 architectures (32-bit). It holds the address to the next command 
to execute, «extended instruction pointer» for the stack. In 64-bit architecture it is RIP. 
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Figure 2.3. Layers of defence around Google Chrome's rendering engine. [25] 

● Exploit mitigation. Google Chrome also makes vulnerabilities harder to exploit 
by using several barriers recommended for Windows programs. [26] These 
include DEP (data execution prevention), ASLR (address space layout 
randomization), SafeSEH (safe exception handlers), heap corruption detection, 
and stack overrun detection (GS). These barriers make it more difficult for 
attackers to jump to their desired malicious code when trying to exploit 
a vulnerability.  

● Compatibility challenges. To maintain compatibility with existing Web content 
and popular Web functionality Chrome supports plugins and extensions. 
Compatibility challenges also exist for using the browser’s architecture 
to enforce the same-origin policy, which isolates websites from each other. 
Google Chrome generally places pages from different websites into different 
rendering-engine processes. 

I decided to add in this list also isolation as fourth layer of defense: 

● Tab and plug-in Isolation (JavaScript sandboxing). In Chrome every website 
or application user opens in a tab is a separate and independent process. 
Sandboxing provides a layer of protection around each of this process. [27,28] 
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Figure 2.4. Chrome sandboxing. While one tab fails, it does not affect other tabs. [27] 

Data execution prevention (DEP). Microsoft’s website introduces data execution 
prevention (DEP) as a system-level memory protection feature that is built into the 
operating system starting with Windows XP and Windows Server 2003. DEP enables 
the system to mark one or more pages of memory as non-executable. Marking 
memory regions as non-executable (NX) means that code cannot be run from that 
region of memory, which makes it harder for the exploitation of buffer overruns. 

DEP prevents code from being run from data pages such as the default heap, stacks, 
and memory pools. If an application attempts to run code from a data page that 
is protected, a memory access violation exception occurs, and if the exception is not 
handled, the calling process is terminated. [29] 

The primary benefit of DEP is to help prevent code execution from data pages. 
Typically, code is not executed from the default heap and the stack. 
Hardware-enforced DEP detects code that is running from these locations and raises 
an exception when execution occurs. Software-enforced DEP can help prevent 
malicious code from taking advantage of exception-handling mechanisms 
in Windows. [29] 

«Address-space layout randomization (ASLR) is the first line of defense against 
memory-related security vulnerabilities in software. ASLR selects random locations 
in the large virtual address space of a protected process for placing code or data. 
This simple defense mechanism forces attackers to rely on secondary software 
vulnerabilities (e.g., arbitrary memory reads) to directly leak pointer or ad-hoc 
mechanisms to bruteforce the randomized locations.» — This is how ASLR is defined 
by professors from Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam. [30] 
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A global leader in infrastructure software, Symantec, has studied ASLR on Windows 
and presented their findings. The analysis uncovers some flaws that reduce the 
effectiveness of the ASLR implementation and predictability. [31] 

Unique heap realization in Chrome. A common understanding of heap-based 
memory allocation is well summarized in Wikipedia’s article about memory 
management. In section dynamic memory allocation it defines it as a task for 
an operating system of fulfilling a memory allocation request from an application. 
The allocation consists of locating a block of unused memory of sufficient size. 
Memory requests are satisfied by allocating portions from a large pool of memory 
called the heap or free store. At any given time, some parts of the heap are in use, 
while some are «free» (unused) and thus available for future allocations. [32] 

I assume that Chrome has its own unique heap realization. This opinion was first 
based on the fact of existence of Chrome’s Heap Profiling developer tool [33]. 
To achieve this level of memory management control is only possible via own 
implementation of these controls.  

Figure 2.5. The history and reasons of including WebKit into Chrome. V8 team goals and 
history. Pages are from «Google Chrome» comics book. The comics adaptation by Scott 
McCloud, words by the Google Chrome team. [34] 

Later I discovered that Chrome used Blink [35] (a forked version of WebKit) as its 
rendering engine. One of the security features added to Blink since the fork from 
WebKit is a separate heap allocator called PartitionAlloc. [36] While surfing the 
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Internet [37] it has become clear that Chrome avoids to allocate memory through 
malloc. Lot of custom allocators was deployed: PartitionAlloc in Blink [38] , the new 
blink GC / Oilpan [39], custom allocators for graphics. 

Chris Evans, contributor to Project Zero and blogger, briefly formulated inline 
vs. out-of-line memory allocator designs in his blog post [40]: 

● glibc malloc is based on dlmalloc, which has an inline metadata design. 
Specifically, every buffer handed out to the program is preceded by a little 
piece of metadata indicating the size of the chunk and whether the previous 
chunk is free or not. 

● TCMalloc is an allocator that has a largely out-of-line metadata design, 
on account of being a bucketing allocator for smaller sizes and a page based 
allocator for larger sizes. However, the internal metadata for this allocator 
is mixed in with pages handed out as buffers to the calling program. This was 
hardened a while ago for Chrome [41]. 

● PartitionAlloc, part of Chrome. It has an out-of-line metadata design such that 
heap metadata is partitioned or guard paged off from the calling program's 
buffers. The notable exception, shared with tcmalloc, is freelist pointers, which 
occupy the freed slots. In PartitionAlloc, freelist pointers are transformed so 
that dereferencing them faults, and partial pointer overwrites are thwarted. 
While writing PartitionAlloc, strictly protected heap metadata was a goal. If the 
metadata is naturally guarded with guard pages then there's less need for code 
defenses which are trying to detect and stop bad side effects from metadata 
corruption.  

A group of researchers in 2016 did a study for Microsoft of Chrome's process-based 
sandboxing [42]. In the paper, among other things was discussed in-memory 
partitioning, partition-based randomisation and sandbox bypassing techniques. 
The topic itself is out of scope to this thesis, but the paper is accompanied with slides, 
which visualize the partitioning, which could be interesting for understanding the guard 
pages to Chrome's objects in memory: 
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Figure 2.6. In-memory partitioning and partition-based randomisation. [43] 

Palo Alto Networks in the Chrome's case study article [44] explains the purpose 
of PartitionAlloc — to create memory sterility by partitioning heap allocation according 
to their purpose and nature. It avoids juxtaposing metadata or control data with buffer 
and user-input data, which is rightfully perceived to be more vulnerable. 

There are four partition types: 

● Object Model Partition (Element objects etc) 
● Renderer Partition 
● Buffer Partition (Where an ArrayBuffer or a string would be allocated) 
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● General Partition 

PartitionAlloc maintains several allocation «entities», from small to large — buckets, 
superpages and extents.  

Superpages are the building blocks of a partition, and are 0x200000  bytes in size 7

each. An extent describes a sequence of superpages. A partition is composed of one 
or more extents. Each superpage is transparently divided into buckets, which are 
selected according to the size of a requested allocation by «order» and size. 

On top of that, each superpage has «guard» areas to prevent an attacker from 
sequentially reading, writing, or overflowing memory: 

 

Figure 2.7. Example of guard pages. The screenshot is taken from memory map for experiment 
5.6 attempt 5.6.j.  

Specifically, a superpage comprises a metadata page, an actual data area (0x1F8000 
bytes in length) and several guard areas (reserved, inaccessible pages). 

What this means for us as well as for the article's author, is that we cannot just 
go around reading memory freely, since our controlled typed arrays will be located 
inside one of these 0x1F80000 byte areas surrounded by reserved pages (see 
experiment 5.6). 

Experiment 2.1. Heap spraying of 32-bit Chrome on 64-bit 
Windows 

Berend-Jan Wever in his SkyLined blog post [7] shows full control over writing into 
virtual memory to a 32-bit Chrome process. This vulnerability still exploitable in latest 
versions of 32-bit Chrome, proven by this experiment.  

In the blog post a reader can find an explanation of the vulnerable behaviour and why 
it is possible. Later in the research part of the master thesis the same code and the 
same strategy will be applied to 64-bit Chrome process. Before we can proceed 
to 64-bit Chrome experiments, we have to fully understand how SkyLined’s exploit 
works and what we can learn from it.  

7 Probably outdated size. Ref. experiment 5.6.  
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Proof-of-concept code 

Listing 2.1. DEADBEEF.html by SkyLined. [7] 

 

1 
 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
2 <html> 
3  <head> 
4    <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge"> 
5    <meta charset="utf-8"> 
6    <script> 
7      var uTargetAddress = 0xDEADBEEF, // The address to allocated 
8          uValue = 0xBADC0DED, // The value to store at this address. 
9          uArrayBase = window.chrome ? 0x80004000 : 0x80000000, 

10          uArraySeparation = window.chrome ? 0x200000 : 0x0, 
11          uMaxArraySize = window.chrome ? 0x30000000 : 0x80000000; 
12      var aauHeap = []; 
13      while (uArrayBase + uMaxArraySize <= uTargetAddress) { 
14        console.log("Allocating 0x" + uMaxArraySize.toString(16)  

       + " bytes at 0x" + uArrayBase.toString(16)); 
15        aauHeap.push(auHeap = new Uint8Array(uMaxArraySize)); 
16        uArrayBase += uMaxArraySize + uArraySeparation; 
17      }; 
18      var uArraySize = uTargetAddress - uArrayBase + 4, 
19          auHeap = new Uint8Array(uArraySize); 
20      console.log("Allocating 0x" + uArraySize.toString(16)  

     + " bytes at 0x" + uArrayBase.toString(16)); 
21      for (var uOffset = 0; uOffset < 4; uOffset++) { 
22        var uByteIndex = uTargetAddress - uArrayBase + uOffset, 
23            uByteValue = (uValue >> (uOffset * 8)) & 0xFF; 
24        auHeap[uByteIndex] = uByteValue; 
25        console.log("[0x" + uArrayBase.toString(16)  

       + " + 0x" + uByteIndex.toString(16) + "] = "  
       + uByteValue.toString(16)); 

26      }; 
27      // All done: break into the application using your favorite debugger 
28      // and see whether [0xDEADBEEF] really is 0xBADC0DED. In WinDbg, this  

        may help: 
29      alert("!address 0xDEADBEEF;dd 0xDEADBEEF"); 
30    </script> 
31  </head> 
32 </html> 

 
Source: https://blog.skylined.nl/20160622001/0xDEADBEEF.html 

 

Step-by-step explanation. In lines 8-11 variables are declared with variations for 
Chrome and Firefox.  

In line 12 declared and initialized a basic array with name aauHeap. This array is used 
to make Chrome allocate objects inside the array as a single block.  
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In lines 13-17 code creates in a loop objects of max size and pushes them into the 
basic array aauHeap. It stops when the target address is reached. The objects are 
so large that the heap does not have enough space for them on the heap. That makes 
Chrome allocate memory for them in kernel space, starting from base address 
at 0x80004000. 

In this case the target address is close enough to the base address such that the loop 
only executes once. An object of size 0x30000000 is allocated in memory from 
0x80004000 to 0xB0004000 (0x80004000 + 0x30000000), see figure 2.10. Right after 
this allocation is placed separation objects of total size 0x200000, from 0xB0004000 
to 0xB0204000 (0xB0004000 + 0x200000), see figure 2.10. This address is calculated 
and stored in the uArrayBase variable in line 16.  

In line 19 the variable auHeap is overwritten by a new typed array. This variable is used 
as array element pointer to access the last 4 bytes of the allocation. The size of the 
new array is calculated in line 18 to be ended exactly on the target address, 
0xDEADBEFF in this case: 
 

18      var uArraySize = uTargetAddress - uArrayBase + 4, 

0xDEADBEFF - 0xB0204000 + 0x4 = 0x2E8D7EF3. 

The array auHeap is allocated from 0xB0204000 to 0xDEADBEF3 
(0xB0204000 + 0x2E8D7EF3), see figure 2.10. 

In lines 21–26 value 0xBADC0DED is written in the last 4 bytes of the auHeap array. 
Uint8Array's elements are of 8 bit each. It means that 0xBADC0DED must be split into 
four parts: 0xBA, 0xDC, 0x0D, and 0xED. SkyLined uses bitwise shift >> and bitwise 
AND-operation & with mask 0xFF to split the value. In figure 2.8 the reader can see 
which addresses which part of the payload is written in. 

In line 29 alert function signals that code execution is finished, see alert pop-up box 
is visible in figure 2.9. 

Console output. The code is run on a 32-bit Chrome. The console output was 
as in figure 2.8: 

 

Figure 2.8. Chrome Dev Tools console output while processing 0xDEADBEEF.html by 32-bit 
Chrome 
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Display target memory address. Using WinDbg the chrome.exe process with 
ID13808 was intercepted and following memory dump was produced to display 
memory for 0xDEADBEEF address (see screenshot 2.9): 

  

Figure 2.9. WinDbg memory display for address 0xDEADBEEF for 32-bit Chrome processing 
of 0xDEADBEEF.html. 

Memory allocations and magic numbers. What makes this code interesting that 
it breaks all expectations one could have about the memory layout it is going 
to generate, based on Microsoft documentation [19]. 
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Figure 2.10. Screenshot of WinDbg's output for !address command for 32-bit Chrome 
processing of 0xDEADBEEF.html 

Based on typical memory layout example (see figure 2.2) one can expect that the 
payload (uValue, listing 2.1, line 8) will appear somewhere in the heap address space, 
namely in between 0x00000000 and 0x7FFFFFFF. But no, it is in fact placed in target 
address 0xDEADBEEF in the «kernel space»  (see figure 2.9).  8

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Location of 0xBADC0DED in kernel space 
to the 32-bit Chrome on 64-bit Windows. 

 

The explanation is given by the developer Berend-Jan Wever in his blog post [7]:  

«...When asked to allocate a very large block of memory , it will almost certainly get 9

allocated after everything else already allocated on the heap. 

8 By «kernel space» in this case I mean space a 32-bit process would treat as a system space, 
namely from 0x80000000 to 0xFFFFFFFF (see figure 2.1-left for 32-bit Windows). The actual 
kernel space is the same as for any process on a 64-bit Windows and appears in between 
0xFFFF0800`00000000 and 0xFFFFFFFF`FFFFFFFF (see figure 2.1-right for 64-bit Windows).  
9 namely blocks of 0x30000000 bits, ref. uMaxArraySize, listing 2.1 line 11. 
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Because 32-bit applications have all their modules (dll) loaded at addresses close to, 
but below 0x80000000, there is only so much space available for a large allocation 
immediately after the heap and before these modules. If you attempt to allocate 
a block that is larger than the gap between the heap and the modules, there 
is no place this allocation can go but after the modules. 

So, by allocating sufficiently large memory blocks, we can all but guarantee that these 
blocks will be allocated at addresses above 0x80000000. And since there is nothing 
there to fragment their allocation, they should end up sequential, allowing us to reliably 
allocate memory in the region around 0xDEADBEEF.» 

This explains both the payload placement and the sequence of the block allocations.  

What is not explained is the address 0x80004000, where the calculation of addresses 
in DEADBEEF.html starts (ref. uArrayBase in listing 2.1, line 9). The separation size 
0x200000 and max size of an array block 0x30000000 is also given by the developer 
to the code with no explanation (ref. uArraySeparation and uMaxArraySize 
in listing 2.1, lines 10, 11). Those are clearly seen in the screenshot of memory dump 
(see figure 2.10). I assume this information is known by Berend-Jan Wever from 
Chrome’s source code or by his experience.  

In further experiments this magic numbers will be challenged for 64-bit Chrome (see 
experiments 5.3 and 5.4). 
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Summary 

In this chapter Windows memory layouts is presented as in Windows documentation. 
The penetration testing is going to be on 64-bit Windows machine for 64-bit Chrome 
processes. The documentation states that a process gets 8 terabytes per-process user 
space and 248 terabytes system space. It should be verified or corrected for the 
testing environment, as well as memory sharing between heap and stack (see 
experiment 5.2).  

There is no layout for 32-bit processes on 64-bit Windows in the official 
documentation. It will be constructed in an experiment (see experiment 5.1).  

Chrome has own advanced protection techniques, including unique heap 
implementation named PartitionAlloc. It has an out-of-line metadata design such that 
heap metadata is partitioned or guard paged off from the calling program's buffers. 
In PartitionAlloc, freelist pointers are transformed so that dereferencing them faults, 
and partial pointer overwrites are thwarted. This information has to be taken into 
consideration in experiments with heap spraying (se experiment 5.4 and 5.6). 

Heap spraying is a payload delivery technique, which is applied in practice in the 
experiments in chapter 5.  

Based on the results of running SkyLined's heap spraying code on 32-bit Chrome a list 
of challenges for 64-bit Chrome on Windows 10 are generated: 

● Does SkyLined's strategy of jumping from user address space to kernel space 
work on 64-bit Chrome? 

● Do allocations of typed arrays pushed into a regular array end up placed 
as one consecutive block or location is predictable in any way for 64-bit 
Chrome's process? 

● Are magic numbers for allocation point, maximum array size and/or separation 
size still applicable for 64-bit Chrome? 

● Can Chrome allocate larger memory block using other dataviews for typed 
arrays? 

● Is it still possible to write a particular value to a particular address or range 
of addresses? 

● Is it possible to find a written value in memory? 
● Is it possible to fill virtual memory to a Chrome tab? What is the maximum 

amount of memory Chrome allows to write? 

All listed challenges will be addressed in experiments in chapter 5 and discussed 
in chapter 7 in section «Main findings». 
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Chapter 3.  
Presentation of the part of the world 

to be studied 

In order to study the field the author have to build a research 
environment to experiment with virtual memory. The testing and 
development environment is based on a client-server web architecture, 
which is presented in the first section.  

Memory dumps analysis is a complex task, one should rely on software 
and understand what dump's binary data is stands for, as well 
as perform search. Insight to the structure of a process' virtual memory 
dump is given in the second section.  

Short introduction to debugger commands which will be used 
in the experiments collected in the last section.  
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Client-server web architecture 

Penetration testing of a browser, in our case Chrome, implies understanding 
of client-server communication in the Web. As a web developer I can shortly explain 
it in this section. A lot of extra resources could be found in the Internet by using one 
of the search engines, like Google . 10

Applications. A web client and a web server are different applications, which knows 
how to communicate through the Internet to each other. A server serves web services. 
A client initiates communication by sending correct request to the service on the 
server. The server response to the client according to the service implementation (raw 
data, HTML-file or script). A web client has the ability to represent the data to the user. 
In experiments in this master thesis web browser Chrome is used as a web client and 
the server is set up to respond med HTML-files, which include executable JavaScripts. 
Chrome runs JavaScripts on a user's local machine. 

Front-end and back-end code. On the server side reside one or more web 
applications. From my developer experience, I know that web application can have 
different structures (monolith, microservices, system-to-system API). A web application 
structure which is of interest for the master thesis, consist of front-end and back-end 
code. Front-end code is stored on the server and returned to the web client 
on demand. The front-end code is made to be executed on the client side. For the 
experiments the front-end code only is modified. The back-end code is a part of default 
setup (see chapter 4) and never changes. 

Location. This applications can be located on different machines or on the same. 
The way they communicate is independent of location, but dependent on the network 
connection. The Internet connects different networks and requests from the client can 
reach the server. If applications are on the same machine or in the same network, 
the Internet is not necessary.  

Communication protocol. Web applications use application level network protocols 
to form request and response messages . Experiments to this master thesis are done 11

using HTTP-server and communication happens on Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP). 

10 Following request to Google search engine could be used: 
https://www.google.com/search?q=client-server+architecture&oq=Client-server+architecture 
11 List of network protocols for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Model can be found in the 
Internet, for instance in Wikipedia [45]. 
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Memory dumps analysis 

Definition. A necessary part of my research is memory dump analysis. Before 
analysis itself we have to achieve common definition of a memory dump as an artefact 
of an experiment. 

In the Internet we can find several uses for the term «memory dump». Microsoft 
documentation and many others focuses on memory dump files generated for 
debugging purposes, especially in the case of an unexpected crash. [46–49] 
This is just one of use cases.  

More general understanding of memory dumps is formulated in «The Computer 
Glossary»: 

«When the content of section of your computer's memory is written to your disk 
in an unaltered form, it is called a memory dump.» [50] 

This definition describes better what kind of memory dumps will be used in this 
thesis. Those are not related to system crash, but represent virtual memory printout 
buffered for a particular process at a particular moment during execution 
of a program, in our case Chrome processing the code for an experiment.  

To get a memory buffered a developer have to freeze the program execution and look 
into memory. This work is done by an application, in our case Windows Debugger 
(WinDbg), which has the right to access processes' memory to the operating system.  

Content to a memory dump is raw binary data from the operating system (see 
figure 3.1). 

 

Figure 3.1: Screenshot of memory dump raw data example for 64-bit addresses. 

In order to recognize one's own data a developer have to know binary representation 
of the data. In this screenshot the data is shown as hexadecimal numbers.  
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WinDbg can aggregate and group data in memory buffer and display ranges with short 
annotations based on its own understanding of the content. The memory printout will 
look differently (see figure 3.2)  

 

Figure 3.2. Mapped memory dump example for 64-bit addresses. 

As readers can see in the screenshot (figure 3.2), WinDbg maps file section regions, 
module regions, process environment block (PEB) and thread environment block 
(TEB) regions, stack and heap, database regions activation context regions and 
others. WinDbg does memory mapping based on drivers, provided by software 
provider and stored on the machine [51]. 

WinDbg API: observability and searchability 

During code execution Chrome allocates, writes into, and reads from its virtual 
memory. Each Chrome tab initiates a new process (sandboxing, [4]). Each 64-bit 
process on Windows gets 8+248 terabytes of memory (ref. chapter 2, section 
«Windows virtual memory layout»).  

In this thesis I am going to analyze memory dumps to the tab my code will be executed 
on. To access memory dumps and to convert them to a human readable state I will 
use WinDbg. It is a great, free tool and its API is hard to use, in my opinion. In this 
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thesis I only uses three command for displaying memory address, search for value and 
memory mapping. In this commands I do sometimes specify the range.  

Displaying memory. According to Windows documentation, the d*-commands display 
the contents of memory in the given range. Mostly dd-command is used in the thesis, 
which shows content as double-word values (4 bytes). The default count is 32 DWORDs 
(128 bytes). [52] In some cases I will explicitly request a particular size of the range 
by adding L-parameter [53]. Output example is shown in figure 3.1. 

dd <address> [L[-]range] 

Search memory. Memory dump analysis includes searching for a particular value 
in the address space. The s-command searches through specified range of memory 
to find a specific byte pattern. Flags specify one or more search options. Type 
specifies the memory type to search for (byte (8 bit), word (16 bits), DWORD (32 bits), 
QWORD (64 bits), ASCII string, Unicode string). Range cannot be more than 
256 megabytes long unless you use the L?-syntax [53]. Pattern specifies one or more 
values to search for. By default, these values are byte values. [54] 

s [-[[flags]type]] range pattern 

Memory mapping was already mentioned in the description of memory dumps earlier 
in this chapter. This operation available for entire virtual space for 64-bit processes. 
WinDbg command [55]: 

!address 

WinDbg API is highly non-intuitive, I mean it is difficult to build syntactically correct 
commands and be sure that they return what the developer is intended to get. WinDbg 
documentation can be found on WinDbg.info [56] and on Windows Documentation 
portal [57]. 
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Summary 

Client-server web architecture, in short, is way applications communicate to each 
other. In order to retrieve information from server through Internet a user operate 
client-side applications, like a web browser, utilizing standard communication 
protocols, like HTTP. In order to expose information server operate server-side 
applications, which propose an API understandable for client-side applications.  

In this research we mostly focus on the client-side, namely Chrome as a web client 
application. But in order to control the webpage content it will execute, a local 
HTTP-web server is set up and running to perform experiments. 

During the experiments a number of memory dumps is collected to be analyzed. 
By memory dumps I mean a virtual memory printout buffered for a particular process 
at a particular moment during execution of a program, which is actually raw binary data 
converted to text by Windows debugger software. 

To navigate in memory dumps I will use commands for displaying memory, searching 
memory and memory mapping.  
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Chapter 4.  
Research method and environment 

It is crucial to establish convenient environment and make reasonable 
choices of software, techniques and strategy while approaching the 
research problems named in the second chapter.  

Available research options and argumentation for the decisions are 
taken to this chapter. The author decide between black box or white box 
testing, narrows to one protection to challenge, studies available ways 
of analyzing memory dumps, picks a programming language and data 
structure to approach memory writing in a controlled manner, and lists 
the software for the environment. 

Last section dedicated for research method step by step details. 
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Available methods and options 

Personally, I experience penetration testing as a challenge. It requires a deep 
understanding of the area and creativity in goals, as well as ability to see minor details 
which could potentially open a way to a vulnerability. It is always a combination 
of application details, environment characteristics and tester's talent and experience 
which make the process gain any results.  

Black box vs. white box testing. What we have learned at the university 
on a software testing course  that testing methods could theoretically be divided into 12

two groups based on the tester's knowledge about structure, design or implementation 
of the function to the application she tests. If the tester knows it, it is called «white box 
testing», otherwise it is called «balck box testing». [58] 

Windows source code is not available. Studying and analysis of Chrome's source code 
is a master thesis itself. I mean it would require months  to read through hundreds 13

of thousands of lines of Chromium source code  for memory usage and related parts. 14

It would also require good skills in several programming languages.  

Based on time available for the study and task complexity I have chosen black box 
testing. It limits the scope to make my own code to be executed by Chrome and 
analysis of memory dumps produced by Windows Debugger (WinDbg) and VMMap. 

Heap spraying vs. other memory protection bypass techniques. There exists 
websites like CVE Detail for tracing security vulnerabilities for popular software, 
including Chrome. [59] 

Sophisticated attacks may try to bypass operating system protecting techniques and 
acting through the browser bypassing its protecting mechanisms as well [60]. There 
exists an online database of thousands of real exploits for most popular browsers, 
including various versions of Chrome [6].  

There are several research directions one could choose to analyse Chrome memory 
usage: 

● Misuse of heap allocation via heap spraying as a payload delivery technique 
(see chapter 2).  

● Memory disclosure to bypass ASLR. Systems and Network Security Group 
at the Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam in 2017 showed that the limitations 
of ASLR is fundamental to how modern processors manage memory and build 

12 The course I took was «INF5530 – Foundations of Software Testing», 
https://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/ifi/nedlagte-emner/INF5530/ 
13 This estimation is done based on my previous experience of studying application code written 
by other developers than me. 
14 Chromium source code is the same code Chrome uses. It is open source and fully available 
in a GitHub repository here: https://github.com/chromium/chromium 
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the AnC attack, that can fully derandomize ASLR from JavaScript without 
relying on any software feature. They had built a side-channel attack, that can 
detect which locations in the page table pages are accessed during a page 
table walk performed by the memory management. [61] 
 
Memory management unit (MMU) of modern processors uses the cache 
hierarchy of the processor in order to improve the performance of page table 
walks. This is fundamental to efficient code execution in modern processors. 
Unfortunately, this cache hierarchy is also shared by untrusted applications, 
such as JavaScript code running in the browser.  
 
Swati Khandelwal [62] interpret the impact as a piece of similar JavaScript 
code running on a malicious website can also write to the cache, allowing 
attackers to discover where software components, like libraries and 
RAM-mapped files, are located in virtual memory. With these location data 
in hands, any attacker can read portions of the computer's memory, which they 
could then use to launch more complex exploits, escalate access to the 
complete operating system. 

● Return Oriented Programming (ROP) to bypass DEP.  

● Many others. 

I have narrowed my research to heap spraying as a part of arbitrary code execution 
attack. Exploits which can cause much damage, specifically arbitrary code execution, 
scored highest and good payd.[10,11] 

Manual vs. automated memory dump analysis. Memory dumps generated 
by WinDbg are in fact texts. I assume two methods for text analysis: 

Manually, meaning to open the text in a text editor and visually go through the text 
and observe data, manually scroll if needed, use the navigation and search functions 
the text editor has.  

The main drawbacks I can see in this method are high time consumption and lack 
of reliability of the results (human factor).  

Main advantages I can name are simplicity and direct access to the artefacts 
(no parsing or calculation bugs). 

Automatically, meaning to send the text to a program or an application as a byte 
or character stream to be analysed, aggregated, mapped etc. The result converted 
to human readable output as text or graphs and such.  

Time consumption is obviously significantly less for text analysis itself, but time used 
for writing scripts for WinDbg or in case of reuse others scripts, familiarizing myself 
and adopting them to the research needs could take unexpectedly much time 
depending on the quality of the scripts and known and unknown bugs and limitations.  
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For the thesis' experiments, I have decided to only use manual text analysis method. 

JavaScript vs. other front-end programming languages. For the thesis' 
experiments, I considered three programming technologies to get Chrome to allocate, 
write into and read from virtual memory: 

WebAssembly, (abbreviated Wasm) is a binary instruction format 
for a stack-based virtual machine. Wasm is designed as a portable 
target for compilation of high-level languages like C/C++/Rust, 
enabling deployment on the Web for client and server 
applications. [63] 

TypeScript, is a typed superset of JavaScript that 
compiles to plain JavaScript. This programming 
language is developed and maintained by Microsoft 
[64]. CoffeeScript, is a programming language that 
compiles into JavaScript. [65] 

JavaScript (JS) is a lightweight, interpreted, 
or just-in-time compiled programming language with first-class 
functions. Most well-known as the scripting language for Web pages 
JavaScript is aHTTP prototype-based, multi-paradigm, dynamic 
language, supporting object-oriented, imperative, and declarative 
(e.g. functional programming) styles. [66] The standard for JavaScript 
is ECMAScript [67].  

In my choice of the programming language I was influenced by existent working 
proof-of-concept code written in JavaScript by SkyLined (see chapter 2 
experiment 2.1), as well as the amount of available examples in the Internet. I have 
chosen JavaScript as a language for the experimental code. 

Data structure choice. Applying heap spraying technique a developer have to use 
some data structure to allocate and write into memory. The data structure should give 
to the developer control over its content and size. There are a number of ways 
to allocate blocks of memory in a browser.  

● JavaScript strings was earlier the most commonly used for heap spraying, 
before typed arrays was implemented in browsers. There are several tutorials 
for heap spraying, most of them are outdated, but illustrate the concept well. 
[7,68,69] 

● Typed arrays was introduced in JavaScript to address developer's need 
to quickly and easily manipulate raw binary data. The manipulation done 
by creating DataViews such Int8, Uint32, Float64 and so forth (see [70]). 
More about typed arrays one may learn from documentation and tutorials 
on the Internet, for instance Mozilla Developer Network (MDN Web Docs). 
Typed arrays are enabled in Chrome release 13 [71].  
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Berend-Jan Wever chose typed array as a data structure for his attack (ref. 
new Uint8Array() in code snippet 2.1, lines 15, 19). A controlled number of typed 
arrays is placed into a regular array to force allocation of a consecutive block (ref. 
var aauHeap = [] in listing 2.1, line 12).  

Since we have learned much from Berend-Jan Wever's approach, typed arrays are 
used for further experiments. 

Host machine vs. virtual machine. A host operating system can bear virtual 
machines with their own operating system onboard by using VMware software [72] 
or VirtualBox [73]. As I understand from ethical hacking course  virtual machines are 15

practical to use for penetration testing to protect the host operating system from 
damage. 

To produce a full functional exploits is out of scope for this master thesis, no damage 
to any operating system could be done. For simplicity's sake I have build the 
environment for the experiments on a local host operating system.  

HTTP Server options. This master thesis has main focus on the client side (namely 
Chrome as HTTP-client). A client side executes front-end scripts requested from 
a server side. From my developer experience I know that for HTTP-server setup 
different frameworks could be used (Node.js, Spring, etc.)  

In our case the only functionality we need from a server is to return html-files 
to the client. In addition, it could be more efficient if server automatically refreshes web 
application content and deploy changes we do. For simplicity I would prefer 
a command-line zero-configuration HTTP-server provided as one package. I have 
found http-server which meets the requirements [74]. 

Developer tools. The choice of the developer tools is based on personal preferences. 
The tools gives better control over the experiment parts, and do not affect the research 
method. These tools can be replaced by any other equivalent tool or their work could 
be done manually. 

The developer tools I use:  

● WinDbg 
● VMMap 
● Chrome Developer Tools to monitor client-side behaviour and gather heap 

profiles . 16

● Chrome Task manager to map tab's process IDs. 
● Code version control: Git and a public repository in my personal GitHub 

account: https://github.com/alina-lapina/masters. 
● Node.js Package Manager (NPM) to run http-server [75] 

15 Ref. course "IN5290 – Ethical Hacking" at the University of Oslo, 
https://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/ifi/IN5290 
16 Analysis of Chrome Heap profiler is not included in the thesis. 
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● Code editor: I used to use IntelliJ IDEA , which provides code auto complete, 17

auto save, syntax highlighting, git integration, server start, server-side console 
output and a lot of other features irrelevant for the project. 

● Notepad++  as a text editor with tab structure for multi file manipulations. 18

● Cmder  as a command terminal on Windows with better design, linux 19

command set, highlighting, copy and paste functions, etc.  

Research method 

As a research method for the master thesis I chose to do experiments. Experiments 
in this master thesis has following structure:  

1. Client-server communication. On a http-server running locally an experimental 
code is stored in an HTML-file. In Chrome's tab address field the file 
is requested from the server.  

2. Execution. Chrome executes scripts inside the file, shows console output. 
To see the console Chrome Dev Tools is used.  

3. Memory dump. By using Chrome Task Manager get Chrome tab's process ID. 
WinDbg attaches to the process by the process ID. WinDbg shows output 
about the memory dump as response to my custom commands.  
Map memory ranges and visualize the process' virtual space by VMMap 
if needed. 

4. Conclusions, assumptions, observations. 

  

17 IntelliJ IDEA 2019 Ultimate version https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/ 
18 Text editor Notepad++ https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ 
19 Cmder, portable console emulator for Windows https://cmder.net/ 
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Summary 

In this chapter the reader has gone thought argumentation for the following choices 
made by the author in order to approach the research problems and challenges: 

● Black box testing as penetration testing technique. 
● Heap spraying to challenge Chrome's unique heap implementation. 
● Gathered memory dumps will be analyzed by manually use of WinDbg's 

terminal.  
● JavaScript as scripting language to make Chrome allocate virtual memory. 
● Typed arrays for carrying memory allocations in a controlled manner. 
● Host machine is sufficient for the experiments. 
● NPM HTTP-server to expose the experimental code to the Chrome client. 
● List of developer tools includes: WinDbg, VMMap, Chrome Dev Tools, Chrome 

Task Manager, Git, GitHub, Node.js Package Manager, IntelliJ IDEA, 
Notepad++, Cmder. 

The research method will be experiments, consisting of client-server communication, 
execution of experimental code, memory dump analysis, observation notations and 
conclusion drawing.  
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Chapter 5.  
Experiments and research results 

The core of the thesis is experiments done by the author in order to find 
answers raised in the second chapter. There are six experiments 
documented in this chapter in addition to the first experiment, which 
is examined in detail in chapter 2. For each experiment its goal, 
method, results and conclusions are indicated in the report.  

By doing the experiments the author is going to  

● verify Windows' memory layout for 32-bit and 64-bit processes 
on a 64-bit machine;  

● execute SkyLined's proof-of-concept on a 64-bit Chrome;  
● experiment with maximum size of a JavaScript object to allocate 

maximum memory as a single block;  
● gather statistics related to allocation addresses, and  
● try to spray the process' heap with as many objects as possible. 
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Experiment 5.1. Virtual memory layout of 32-bit Chrome 
processes on 64-bit Windows  

Goal. To observe a layout for 32-bit processes on 64-bit Windows. 

Research method. In order to approach the goal I open an arbitrary 32-bit Chrome 
process in WinDbg and VMMap to analyze the actual layout generated by those tools 
for the process. 

Results 

 
Figure 5.1. VMMap screenshot for a 32-bit Chrome process running on 64-bit Windows 
(http://localhost:8080/experiments_heap-spraying_64-bit-chrome.html).  

As we can see in figure 5.1, VMMap shows map for range from 0x00000000 
to 0xFFFFFFFF. The space higher than 0x80000000 is free, as we expect for a system 
space.  
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On the lowest 0x14FFFFFF are placed shareable data, private data, mapped files , 20

stack, small areas of heap, free space, images (ASLR). In the range from approx. 
0x15000000 to 0x6DFFFFFF are placed small portions of private data. And the space 
between 0x6E000000 and approx. 0x80000000 are occupied by images (DLLs).  

WinDbg shows also map for the rest of the 64-bit process' virtual space in addition 
to addresses available for VMMap (see figure 5.2). 

 

Figure 5.2. Highest addresses available for analysis in WinDbg for a 32-bit Chrome process 
on 64-bit Windows. 

Most of the space (from 0xFFFE0000 to 0x7DFA`C1E5000 and between 
0x7FFB`C2010000 and 0x7FFF`FFFF0000) is categorized as <unknown>. Mapped files 
(page files) and reserved memory are located in range 
0x7DFB`CFE30000‒0x7FFB`C2010000.  

Conclusion 

● Based on the results I conclude that the virtual space layout for 32-bit 
processes on 64-bit Windows consist of 2 gigabytes of user space at lowest 

20 File mapping is the association of a file's contents with a portion of the virtual address space 
of a process. A file view is the portion of virtual address space that a process uses to access 
the file's contents. [76] 
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addresses and the rest of the standard 
16 terabytes of memory is dedicated for system 
space (see figure 5.3). 

● Observation. There is no visual sharp boundary 
between 2GB system space a process gets 
as a 32-bit process and the rest of the system 
space. It is proven by the first experiment that 
user code can write into system space between 
0x80000000 and 0xFFFFFFFF. I assume that 
user code cannot write into addresses higher 
than 0xFFFFFFFF, otherwise it would be a 
major vulnerability. But it is not proven by this 
experiment, because 32-bit Chrome is out 
of scope for this thesis.  

Figure 5.3. 32-bit process' virtual 
address space on 64-bit Windows. 

Experiment 5.2. Virtual memory layout of a 64-bit Chrome 
process on 64-bit Windows  

Goal. To verify or correct the layout and typical use of address ranges described 
in Windows Documentation for 64-bit processes (see section «Windows virtual 
memory layout»). 

Research method. In order to approach the goal I open an arbitrary 64-bit Chrome 
process in WinDbg and VMMap to analyze the actual layout generated by those tools 
for the process.  

Results 

VMMap cannot visualize huge 64-bit 
address space: 

I have done it manually in figure 5.4: 
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Figure 5.4. 64-bit process' virtual address space on 64-bit Windows. 

Conclusion 

● Based on the results I conclude that the virtual space layout for 64-bit 
processes on 64-bit Windows looks like shown in figure 5.5, namely low 
8 terabytes are for user space, high 8 terabytes are for system space. 

● Observation. There is no visual sharp boundary between user space and 
system space. 

● Observation. Stack and heap do not grow towards each other. Stack 
allocations are placed on low addresses, then come dense heap allocations, 
which, as I understand, refer to reserved and committed memory on the higher 
addresses. This allocations are exceedingly sparse. Reserved memory is used 
to allow data to grow in memory. 
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Figure 5.5. 64-bit process' virtual address space on 64-bit 
Windows. 

Experiment 5.3. Naive approach to reproduce Skylined's 
proof-of-concept by 64-bit Chrome 

Goal. Verify that 64-bit Chrome does not have this particular vulnerability as well 
as to gain an understanding of differences in memory usage.  

Research method. Execute exactly the same code SkyLined used to spray virtual 
memory to a 32-bit Chrome. Analyze the memory dump in order to conclude and plan 
further research. 

Results. Code executed without errors. Same output to console, but with no meaning, 
because the calculations in 64-bit virtual memory are different. 

WinDbg responses with the following information about address 0xDEADBEEF: 
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Figure 5.6. Screenshot of WinDbg memory display for SkyLined's 0xDEADBEEF.html 
execution on 64-bit Chrome for the address 0xDEADBEFF, which is empty. 

Approach 5.3.a. Exhaustive search for DWORD 0xBADC0DED using s-command for 
many of 250 MB of committed memory starting from the lowest heap address 
in memory:  

s -d 2be`9b120000 L2500000 0xbadc0ded  

❌ It gave no result. Literally no response from WinDbg. I assume that means that 
nothing found. It could be explained by the fact that the value was not written as single 
dword.  

Approach 5.3.b. Size based search. The script code dictated to Chrome to allocate 
an Uint8Array of size 0x30000000 and the last one of size 0x2E8D7EF3 (value 
calculated in variable uArraySize in listing 2.1, line 18). 

In the WinDbg's output to !address command we get all ranges mapped and sorted.  

❌ Search for `30000000 or `2E8D7EF3 gave no result. It could be explained by the 
fact that probably 64-bit Chrome has other routines for allocating memory. 

Approach 5.3.c. Smart size based search and calculations. I know that the arrays and 
the byte sequence 0xBADC0DED is somewhere in the memory, most likely in the heap 
range. I assume that the size of the objects should be close to the sizes in 32-bit 
Chrome for the same type of object. I search for `3… and `2… in size column.  

✅ And there are objects with similar size (0x300C000, 0x2E8DC000) and 
PAGE_READWRITE type: 
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Figure 5.7. Screenshot of WinDbg memory map for SkyLined's 0xDEADBEEF.html execution 
on 64-bit Chrome. 

Difference in sizes for the last array, which contains the 0xBADC0DED is: 

0x2E8D7EF3 ‒ 0x2E8DC000 = 410D 

0xBADC0DED is written at the end of the array of original size of 0x2E8D7EF3, meaning 
that the end address of the real array minus the difference in size and the length of the 
0xBADC0DED itself gives us the precise location for 0xBADC0DED in the real array: 

0x000022A9`A1EE0000 ‒ 0x410D ‒ 0x4 = 0x000022A9`A1EDBEEF. 

  

Figure 5.8. Screenshot of WinDbg memory display for SkyLined's 0xDEADBEEF.html 
execution on 64-bit Chrome. 

Conclusions  

● Typed arrays pushed into a basic array does not form a single consecutive 
block.  

● Typed array size standards for 64-bit Chrome are different from 32-bit Chrome.  

● No separation after a typed array, but there are two standard constructions 
before — one for memory commit (0x2000 bytes), the other for memory 
reserve (0x2000 bytes). 

● Objects created by the script are located on the heap, but categorized 
by WinDbg as <unknown> in MEM_PRIVAT, not as heap allocations.  

● The size of the Uint8Array is insignificant (30 MB) comparing the free user 
space available for the process (8 TB).  
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Experiment 5.4. Allocate more memory as a single block  

Goal. To allocate more memory as a single block. 

Research method. Try different types of typed array — Uint8Array, Uint16Array, 
Uint32Array, BigUint64Array and find max possible working allocation size.  

As part of the experiment I decided to simplify the original Skylined's code (see 
listing 5.1): 

● Simpler data writing — achieve better readability and accessibility by writing 
directly by index and starting from the 0-index to easy access in displaying 
memory in WinDbg.  

● Only one object created. Since pushing them into a basic array does not place 
them one after another, it is no longer needed. 

● Adjust comments / console output. 
● Update the syntax. 

Listing 5.1. Initial code for allocating single typed array object on the heap. Uint8Arrays are 
created and its four first elements get values 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

 
1 

 
<!DOCTYPE html> 

2 <html> 
3 <head> 
4    <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge"> 
5    <meta charset="utf-8"> 
6    <script> 
7        const uMaxArraySize = 0x30000000; 
8        const auHeap = new Uint8Array(uMaxArraySize); 
9        console.log("Allocating 0x" + uMaxArraySize.toString(16)); 

10        auHeap[0] = 1; 
11        auHeap[1] = 2; 
12        auHeap[2] = 3; 
13        auHeap[3] = 4; 
14        alert("!address search for size 3000C000;  

              dd [start of range] for value 0x04030201"); 
15    </script> 
16 </head> 
17 </html> 

 
By Alina Lapina, 2019 

 

✅ Verification: An array of size 0x3000C000 appears in the virtual memory to the 
corresponding 64-bit Chrome process  
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Figure 5.9. Screenshot of WinDbg memory map for an Uint8Array(0x30000000) allocated 
on the heap.  

✅ Verification: The array contains the data 0x04030201 in its first four elements  

 

Figure 5.10. Screenshot of WinDbg memory display for an Uint8Array(0x30000000) allocated 
on the heap. Elements in the array get 8 bit space each. 

Results 

● Approach 5.4.a: Uint8Array dataview for typed array with bigger size. 

8        const auHeap = new Uint8Array(0x80000000); 

❌ Chrome execution fails: 

Figure 5.11. Screenshot of a Chrome range error message on the console with length 
information. 

Note: 2147483648 = 0x80000000. Does it mean the maximum size for typed arrays 
in Chrome? 

● Approach 5.4.b: Uint8Array typed array with same size minus 0x1. 

8        const auHeap = new Uint8Array(0x7FFFFFFF); 
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✅ Chrome allocates 0x8000C000 (see figure 5.12). 

 

 

Figure 5.12. Screenshot of WinDbg memory map and memory display for 
an Uint8Array(0x7FFFFFFF) allocated on the heap.  

● Approach 5.4.c: Uint16Array dataview for typed array. 

8        const auHeap = new Uint16Array(0x30000000); 

❌ Guessing the size failed several times. 

  

Figure 5.13. Screenshots of failed search requests for WinDbg memory map for 
an Uint16Array(0x30000000) created on the heap. 

JavaScript documentation: When typed array called with a length argument, 
an internal array buffer is created in memory, of size length multiplied 
by BYTES_PER_ELEMENT bytes, containing zeros [77]. Meaning to calculate the allocation 
size for a Uint16Array a developer must multiplay the size with 2. 

✅ Chrome doubles the requested size for Uint16Array. As you can see in figure 5.14, 
the allocated size is 0x6000C000. Note: elements in the array get 16 bit space each. 
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Figure 5.14. WinDbg memory map, search window, and memory display for 
an Uint16Array(0x30000000) allocated on the heap. Note: elements in the array get 16 bit 
space each. 

● Approach 5.4.d: Uint32Array dataview for typed array. 

8        const auHeap = new Uint32Array(0x30000000); 

❌ Chrome execution fails: 

Figure 5.15. Chrome range error message on the console. 

● Approach 5.4.e: Uint32Array dataview for typed array with smaller size. 

8        const auHeap = new Uint32Array(0x20000000); 
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✅ 0x8000C000 bytes of memory was allocated. Chrome multiplied the requested size 
with 4: 

 

 

Figure 5.16. WinDbg memory map and memory display for an Uint32Array(0x20000000) 
allocated on the heap. Note: elements in the array get 32 bit space each. 

● Approach 5.4.f: BigUint64Array dataview for typed array. 

8        const auHeap = new BigUint64Array(0x20000000); 

❌ Chrome execution fails, as in figure 5.15. 

● Approach 5.4.g: BigUint64Array dataview for typed array with smaller size. 

8        const auHeap = new BigUint64Array(0x10000000); 

✅ 0x8000C000 bytes of memory was allocated. Chrome multiplied the requested size 
with 8: 

 

 

Figure 5.17. WinDbg memory map and memory display for a BigUint64Array(0x10000000) 
allocated on the heap.Note: elements in the array get 64 bit space each. 

Conclusions 

● The max size for all dataviews for typed arrays is 0x8000000 + 0xC000 
(2 gigabytes). It was stated in an error message for Uint8Array. And the 
experiments with different dataviews verified it. 

● Observation: In all cases (including not documented in the paper) before the 
typed array itself, was two auxiliary objects located, 0x2000 each in size.  
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● Observation: In all cases (including not documented in the paper) the typed 
array together with it's two auxiliary objects was surrounded by huge free area. 
As I can see the typed array never allocated in mathematical middle of the 
huge area, but maybe it is not fully random. I let it to further research, because 
it requires automated analysis and calculations. 

Experiment 5.5. Gather allocation statistics 

Goal. Find out if the memory range Chrome writes in is random. 

Research method. Execute the same code several times and see if the range 
of memory it will be written in is similar. 

Results. These are addresses the object was written in: 

1) 0x0526`DA004000 

2) 0x10B5`4FC04000 

3) 0x1CFC`87C04000 

4) 0x2B5C`C5404000 

5) 0x29CC`04804000 

6) 0x0FA7`E0004000 

7) 0x3B4C`95804000 

8) 0x6DD7`F2E04000 

9) 0x1F6B`2B804000 

10) 0x1D50`75804000 

Conclusions 

● Addresses the same object was allocated in by Chrome are random, but 
always higher than approx. 0x100`00000000 . 21

● Chrome writes in both user space and kernel space. 

Experiment 5.6. Place in memory as many objects 
as possible 

Goal. Find a way of spraying heap. Find out how much memory can be sprayed for 
one Chrome tab. 

21 Weak statement. More statistical data required. 
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Research method. Try allocate as many typed arrays on the heap as possible. 
Experiment with size and typed array types or other parameters. 

I wrote a webpage for this experiment, which makes Chrome allocate a typed array 
of particular size in an infinite loop. I expect Chrome to crash. But the code writes into 
console calculated amount of bytes allocated in the memory. 

Listing 5.2. Initial code for allocating as many objects on the heap as possible. Uint8Arrays are 
created in an infinite loop and the total size of allocation is calculated. 

 
1 

 
<!DOCTYPE html> 

2 <html lang="en"> 
3 <head> 
4    <meta charset="UTF-8"> 
5    <title>Heap spraying of 64-bit Chrome</title> 
6    <script> 
7        const size = 0x7FFFFFFF; 
8        for (let i = 1; i > 0; i++) { 
9            new Uint8Array(size); 

10            console.log("Totally allocated 0x" + (i *  
           (size + 0xC000 + 0x4000 )).toString(16) + " bytes. Loop: " + i); 22

11        } 
12    </script> 
13 </head> 
14 <body></body> 
15 </html> 

 
By Alina Lapina, 2019 

 

Chrome crashes with error message «Not enough memory to open this page». In the 
console output we can see the achieved results: 

 
Figure 5.18. Screenshot of a test of heap spraying by creating Uint8Arrays of size 0x7FFFFFFF 
bytes in an infinite loop. Chrome canceled the executing with error message «Not enough 
memory to open this page» and renderer process was gone. 

22 Ref. experiment 5.4 results, each typed array object has prefix of two auxiliary objects of 
0x2000 bytes. 
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Results  

● Approach 5.6.a. Try max Uint8Array size (see experiment 5.4). 

9            new Uint8Array(0x7FFFFFFF); 

✅ Totally allocated 0x80010000 bytes. Chrome cancels the process after loop 1. 

● Approach 5.6.b. Try smaller size. 

9            new Uint8Array(0x10000000); 

❌ Running time before the crash: approx. 10 minutes. Loops: more than 1 650 000. 
Theoretical amount of memory allocated: more than 0x192EE`2D500000 bytes, which 
is more then the process has. 

Crashed with a different error message: 

 
 

 

Figure 5.19. Screenshot of Chrome 
error message «Page 
Unresponsive» 

WinDbg opened after the crash, did not show million objects on the heap, there was 
a lot of free space too. 

I run the same code one more time and accessed memory dump after 100 000 loops. 
There was only three objects of required size.  

The code runs fast, but difficult to verify allocated memory.  

● Approach 5.6.c. Make allocated memory recognizable. 

🔄 Based on previous attampt's results I decided to actually write some data into each 
created typed array. And increased size to make Chrome crash faster. 

9            let auHeap = new Uint8Array(0x30000000);  
           auHeap[0] = 1; auHeap[1] = 2; auHeap[2] = 3; auHeap[3] = 4; 
 

After more than 110 000 loops I took a look into the memory layout and found two 
instances of size 0x3000C000 with my data in the first four elements. 
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Figure 5.20. An attempt of heap spraying by creating Uint8Arrays of size 0x30000000 bytes 
in an infinite loop and writing into the first four elements. In the screenshot is Chrome Dev Tools 
console in the foreground and WinDbg memory display in the background. 

Memory is recognizable. But it still does not seem to be allocated as many times 
as loops in the code. Chrome uses probably smart allocation and reservation of 
memory. There is another observation: all actually allocated objects are not close 
to each other. 

● Approach 5.6.d.  Make Chrome to actually allocate requested memory as many 
times as loops. 

🔄 Based on previous attempt's results, I decided to go back to SkyLined's pushing 
into a basic array technique, which was used by other developers in order to spray the 
heap [78]. With changes in lines 8 and 10 the code now looks like this: 

Listing 5.3. Code for allocating as many objects on the heap as possible. Uint8Arrays are 
created in an infinite loop and the total size of allocation is calculated. 
  

1 <!DOCTYPE html> 

2 <html lang="en"> 
3 <head> 
4    <meta charset="UTF-8"> 
5    <title>Heap spraying of 64-bit Chrome</title> 
6    <script> 
7        const size = 0x10000000; 
8        const aauHeap = []; 
9        for (let i = 1; i > 0; i++) { 
10            aauHeap.push(new Uint8Array(size)); 
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11            console.log("Totally allocated 0x" +  
           (i * (size + 0xC000 + 0x4000)).toString(16) +  
           " bytes. Loop: " + i); 

12        } 
13    </script> 
14 </head> 
15 <body></body> 
16 </html> 
 
 

 
By Alina Lapina, 2019 

 

And the result was exactly as I wanted — it looks like the memory is actually allocated: 

 

Figure 5.21. Screenshot of an attempt of heap spraying by creating Uint8Arrays of size 
0x10000000 bytes in an infinite loop. Chrome cancels the execution and the render process. 

❌ But now I cannot find actual single object allocations of this size in the 
memory dump. 

✅ At this point I assume that approx. 0xF0050000 of memory is allocated. 
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● Attempt 5.6.e. Try smaller size to the typed array.  

10            aauHeap.push(new Uint8Array(0x10000000)); 

 
Figure 5.22. Screenshot of an attempt of heap spraying by creating Uint8Arrays of size 
0x10000000 bytes in an infinite loop. Chrome cancels the execution. 

✅ I assume that approx. 0xF00F0000 of memory is allocated, more than in the 
previous attempt. 

● Attempt 5.6.f. Try even smaller size to the typed array.  

10            aauHeap.push(new Uint8Array(0x1000000)); 

 
Figure 5.23. Screenshot of an attempt of heap spraying by creating Uint8Arrays of size 
0x1000000 bytes in an infinite loop. Chrome cancels the execution. 

✅ I assume that approx. 0xFDFD0000 of memory is allocated, more than in the 
previous attempt. 
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● Attempt 5.6.g. Try even smaller size to the typed array.  

10            aauHeap.push(new Uint8Array(0x100000)); 

✅ I assume that approx. 0xFDDF0000 of memory is allocated. I stop decreasing the 
size, because it was allocated less memory than in the previous attempt. 

 

Figure 5.24. Screenshot of an attempt of heap spraying by creating Uint8Arrays of size 
0x100000 bytes in an infinite loop. Chrome cancels the execution. 

● Attempt 5.6.h. Try another Uint16Array with most succesfull size from previous 
attempts. In calculations this sizes will be doubled according to the 
documentation [77] and the results of experiment 5.4.  

10            aauHeap.push(new Uint16Array(0x1000000)); 

 

Figure 5.25. Screenshot of an attempt of heap spraying by creating Uint16Arrays of size 
0x1000000 bytes in an infinite loop. Chrome cancels the execution. 
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✅ I assume that approx. 0xFC7E0000 of memory is allocated, less than in the 
previous attempts. 

● Attempt 5.6.i. Try Uint32Array with most succesfull size from previous attempts. 
In calculations this sizes will be multiplied by 4 according to the documentation 
[77] and the results of the experiment 5.4.  

10            aauHeap.push(new Uint32Array(0x1000000)); 

Figure 5.26. Screenshot of an attempt of heap spraying by creating Uint32Arrays of size 
0x1000000 bytes in an infinite loop. Chrome cancels the execution. 

✅ I assume that approx. 0xFC3F0000 of memory is allocated, less than in the 
previous attempts. 

Method based on crashing has advantages: it runs fast enough, it gives information 
about Chromes renderer limit — it seems to be around 0xFC3F0000. But application 
crashing itself is counterproductive, because the memory is not consistent.  

● Attempt 5.6.j. I have to gain control over allocations. They should be as many 
as loops in code, at least the total size should be as expected, and preferably 
the allocations should be close to each other.  

🔄 From my experience I know that background heavy calculations in general freeze 
the browser. To make them lighter, developer should give the browser more time 
in loops, in our case while filling memory. I decided to experiment with 
setTimeout(collback, milliseconds) in my code. This JavaScript sets a timeout 
to a particular amount of milliseconds before the callback executes. While it waits, the 
browser can serve for other tabs and threads. [79] 

Listing 5.4. Code for allocating as many objects on the heap as possible. Uint8Arrays are 
created in a loop and filled with 0xAA in each element with 10 ms timeout per loop. 

 
1 

 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
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2 <html lang="en"> 
3 <head> 
4    <meta charset="UTF-8"> 
5    <title>Heap spraying of 64-bit Chrome</title> 
6    <script> 
7        const size = 0x1000; 
8        console.log("Start : 0x" + size.toString(16)); 
9        const aauHeap = []; 

10        console.log("aauHeap created"); 
11        for (let i = 1; i <= 200; i++) { 
12            setTimeout(function () { 
13                console.log("new auHeap allocated"); 
14                let auHeap = new Uint8Array(size); 
15                aauHeap.push(auHeap); 
16                auHeap.forEach((element, index) => { 
17                    auHeap[index] = 0xAA; 
18                    console.log("filling 0x"+  

                   auHeap[index].toString(16)); 
19                    }); 
20                console.log("Totally allocated 0x" +  

               (i * (size)).toString(16) + " bytes. Loop: " + i); 
21            }, 100  ); 23

22        } 
23    </script> 
24 </head> 
25 <body><h1>Heap spraying</h1> 
26 </body> 
27 </html> 

 
By Alina Lapina, 2019 
 

Note: in order to restart allocation process or load the newest code on page 
refresh (F5) cache must be disabled for the tab: 

 

Figure 5.27. Chrome Dev Tools' Network settings for a tab, setting «Disabled cache» is 
highlighted. 

23 I run the code several times and noticed that 7 ms timeout makes all tabs Chrome become 
unresponsive for a few minutes. With 10 ms timeout, other tabs function properly. Sometimes 
Chrome has crashed even with 10 ms timeout. I increased it up to 100 ms. Later when the size 
of type array is increased, the time out will also be increased. 
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Verification. The code has looped 200 times (ref. listing 5.4 line 11) and stopped. 
The Chrome console output this time was as in figure 5.28.  

Note: if Chrome Dev Tools are running in the tab, Chrome initiates a new process (see 
figure 5.28, «Tab: Dev Tools - localhost:8080/heap-spraying…»). It is important 
to choose the correct process ID for WinDbg to attach to. In our case «Tab: Heap 
spraying of 6-bit Chrome» is the correct tab (highlighted on the figure). The tab's title 
is customized in listing 5.4, line 5. 

 

Figure 5.28. Screenshot of spraying process in Chrome console (upper half) and a task 
in Chrome Task Manager (bottom half) with memory footprint, CPU, process ID, JavaScript 
memory, GPU memory, and CPU time, used for the process. 

Memory map and memory display are in figure 5.29. In the memory map I have found 
40 matches for the object, which contains 0xAA. They are allocated in one block.  

In figure 5.30 the structure of one instance is shown. The data (0xAA) is in the largest 
allocation (0x1F8000), before it there are 3 auxiliary allocations (0x1000 + 0x1000 
+ 0x2000) and one after (0x4000). Sizes of allocations repeated for all 40 instances. 
Total size of one instance is  

0x1000 + 0x1000 + 0x2000 + 0x4000 + 0x1F8000 = 0x200000. 

Total size of 40 instances is 
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0x200000  40 = 0x5000000 

Total size of instances without auxiliary objects is 

0x1F8000  40 = 0x4EC0000 

The code has created 200 instances of Uint8Array of size 0x1000. Minimum allocated 
size have to be  

200  0x1000 = 0xC8000 

The size of allocation is much bigger than requested by the code. Waste of space? 

 

Figure 5.29. WinDbg memory map for the 200 instances of new Uint8Array(0x1000) pushed 
into a regular array and filled with 0xAA. In the foreground a search window with counter for 
[..A..y. ......]: 40 matches. Note: all 40 instances are allocated in one block. 
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Figure 5.30. WinDbg memory map and memory display of the first allocation of auHeap. Note: 
structure of the instance — the data is in the largest allocation (0x1F8000), there are 3 auxiliary 
allocations before it and one after. Sizes of allocations repeated for all 40 instances. 

The code works properly. 

●  Attempt 5.6.k. Rerun the code to compare with previous results.  

 

 

Figure 5.31. WinDbg memory map and memory display of the allocation of all auHeaps. Note: 
structure of the instance — the data is in the largest allocation (0xC8000), there are 3 auxiliary 
allocations before it and one after. No similar structures in the map. 
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I have run the same code several times. Restartet Chrome and then run the code. Run 
the code in "Incognito" window. The result was never the same as in attempt 5.6.j. But 
new results were similar to each other (see figure 5.31). All values to Uint8Arrays was 
allocated without separation in one allocation of size 0xC8000, precisely as much as 
requested by the code (200  0x1000 = 0xC8000). This time a lot of memory 
(0x134000) was reserved right after. 

This allocation is even better, but too small. 

● Attempt 5.6.l. Next step will be to experiment with the amount and size 
of allocations: 

 
7        const size = 0x10000000; 

 
17                    auHeap[index] = 0xBB; 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.30. Parts of WinDbg memory map and memory display for Uint8Array(0x10000000). 

Filling memory is extremely time consuming. But the result is guaranteed allocation 
of requested size. The code used almost an hour on my machine to write these two 
objects with 0xBB. A did interrupt the execution to verify that memory is allocated and 
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the data is written. It was. It means that Chrome was awake and writing into the 
memory without interruption or canceling, other tabs was responsive most of the time. 

We can see that Chrome allocates these objects far from each other. It is probably 
because of the size.  

Dev Tools disconnected early, but in the Chrome Task Manager I can monitor if the 
process is alive.  

● Attempt 5.6.m. Check if it possible to allocate more than 0x80000000. I expect 
it will take more than 6 hours.  

 
7        const size = 0x7FFFFFFF; 

 
17                    auHeap[index] = 0xBB; 

 
21            }, 100 ); 

 

 

Figure 5.31. Parts of WinDbg memory map and memory display for Attempt 5.6.m. The process 
was interrupted after 6,5 hours. The memory was not filled till the end of the object.  

 

Conclusion 

● We have a working code for heap spraying. It is proven by finding object 
allocations in memory. 

● The maximum memory we could allocate was approx. 0xFDFD0000 bytes which 
corresponds to approx. 4 gigabytes by allocating many Uint8Array(0x1000000). 

● It seems possible to allocate more memory by setting timeout between 
allocations, but this approach demand more research. 

● Observation. If allocations are filled with data, allocation process takes hours 
even for allocations less than 4 gigabytes. 
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● Observation. The Chrome tab starts to be unresponsive (as in figure 5.19), 
even while the Task Manager shows that the process is alive and actively 
uses CPU. 

● Observation. Chrome console output is always late when the load is high. 

● Observation. Chrome rejects to render page content when the load is over 
some limit. But it executes properly if timeout is set and the load is split into 
smaller portions. 

● Observation: Hundreds of small typed arrays pushed into a basic array, end up 
as one region with dozens of bigger allocations with separators for the first time 
(see figure 5.29), but since the second time allocation is more efficient — one 
allocation for all values (see figure 5.31). 

The last experiment shows that Chrome's memory allocation algorithm is really smart 
and complicated.  

Experiments have given answers for the questions in the second chapter. It will be 
discussed in chapter 7 section «Main findings». But new resultater have raised new 
questions:  

● How Heap-categorized allocations related til allocations on the heap? 
● Why same code causes different allocation strategies if run several times? How 

to reproduce the first-time-strategy? How to affect strategy choice? 
● Find a way to fill objects faster. 
● How much memory has to be allocated in order to make the allocations 

predictable? 
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Summary 

Based on the results of experiment 5.1 I conclude that the virtual space layout for 
32-bit processes on 64-bit Windows consist of 2 GB of user space at lowest addresses 
and the rest of the standard 16 terabytes of memory is dedicated for system space 
(see figure 5.3]. 

Observation. There is no visual sharp boundary between 2 GB system space 
a process gets as a 32-bit process and the rest of the system space. It is proven by the 
first experiment that user code can write into system space between 0x80000000 and 
0xFFFFFFFF. I assume that user code cannot write into addresses higher than 
0xFFFFFFFF, otherwise it would be a major vulnerability. But it is not proven by this 
experiment, because 32-bit Chrome is out of scope for this thesis.  

Based on the results I of experiment 5.2 conclude that the virtual space layout for 
64-bit processes on 64-bit Windows looks like shown in figure 5.5, namely low 
8 terabytes are for user space, high 8 terabytes are for system space. 

Observation. There is no visual sharp boundary between user space and system 
space. 

Observation. Stack and heap do not grow towards each other. Stack allocations are 
placed on low addresses, then come dense heap allocations, which, as I understand, 
refer to reserved and committed memory on the higher addresses. This allocations are 
exceedingly sparse. Reserved memory is used to allow data to grow in memory. 

Experiment 5.3 shows that typed arrays pushed into a basic array does not form 
a single consecutive block. Typed array size standards for 64-bit Chrome are different 
from 32-bit Chrome. No separation after a typed array, but there are two standard 
constructions before — one for memory commit (size 0x2000), the other for memory 
reserve (size 0x2000). Objects created by the script are located on the heap, but 
categorized by WinDbg as <unknown> in MEM_PRIVAT, not as heap allocations. 
The size of the Uint8Array is insignificant (30 MB) comparing the free user space 
available for the process (8 TB). 

By experiment 5.4 I intended to allocate more memory as a single block. As part 
of the experiment I decided to simplify the original Skylined's code: 

● Simpler data writing — achieve better readability and accessibility by writing 
directly by index and starting from the 0-index to easy access in displaying 
memory in WinDbg.  

● Only one object created. Since pushing them into a basic array does not place 
them one after another, it is no longer needed. 

● Adjust comments / console output. 
● Update the syntax. 
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The max size for all dataviews for typed arrays is 0x8000000 + 0xC000 (2 gigabytes). 
It was stated in an error message for Uint8Array. And the experiments with different 
dataviews verified it.  

Observation: In all cases (including not documented in the paper) before the typed 
array itself, was two auxiliary objects located, 0x2000 each in size.  

Observation: In all cases (including not documented in the paper) the typed array 
together with it's two auxiliary objects was surrounded by huge free area. As I can see 
a typed array never allocated in mathematical middle of the huge area, but maybe 
it is not fully random. The answer could be found in further research, because 
it requires automated analysis and calculations. 

In experiment 5.5 the goal was to find out if the memory range Chrome writes 
in is random. We have learned that addresses the same object was allocated 
in by Chrome are random, but always higher than approx. 0x100`00000000 . Chrome 24

writes in both user space and kernel space. 

For experiment 5.6 the code was changed again to achieve more stable results while 
allocating as much memory as possible. We have working code for heap spraying. 
It is proven by finding allocations in memory. The maximum memory we could allocate 
was approx. 0xFDFD0000 bytes which corresponds to approx. 4 gigabytes. Chrome 
rejects to render page content when the load is over some limit, but with timeout set 
Chrome proceeds properly and allocates and writes into memory. It seems possible 
to allocate more memory by setting timeout between allocations, but this approach 
is extremely time consuming and demand more research. Allocations and data are 
found in the memory, men results are different for the first run and the next runs. 
It is to be investigated in further research.  

Experiments have given answers for the questions in the second chapter. It will be 
discussed in chapter 7 section «Main findings». But new resultater have raised new 
questions:  

● How Heap-categorized allocations related til allocations on the heap? 
● Why same code causes different allocation strategies if run several times? How 

to reproduce the first-time-strategy? How to affect strategy choice? 
● Find a way to fill objects faster. 
● How much memory has to be allocated in order to make the allocations 

predictable? 

This experiment shows that Chrome's memory allocation algorithm is really smart and 
complicated. It requires more sophisticated ways of spraying the heap in order 
to achieve predictability. 

24 Weak statement. More statistical data required. 
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Chapter 6.  
Further research 

The scope of a master thesis has its boundaries. The received results 
have raised even more questions and challenges. In this chapter 
I intend to inspire forthcoming researchers to solve these challenges 
by suggesting some ideas and presenting materials found 
in the Internet.  

While doing research I faced some limitations. Manual start of WinDbg 
and running commands and looking through the output has taken a lot 
of time, this could be done better. Statistics gathered in experiment 5.5 
are weak, because of the amount of results.  

Results of experiment 5.6 is most disillusioned in a positive way. They 
do prove how good protected Chrome is. But this does not mean stop 
challenging Chrome. I have some new ideas about how to approach the 
research problem.  
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Automation of dump gathering 

As we saw in experiment 5.5, there are only ten results were gathered by the author. 
The way I collected memory dumps, using WinDbg graphical interface [80], was very 
time consuming. WinDbg is extremely powerful and efficient tool. Most of the actions 
I did can be automated by using debugger command programs and script files 
in WinDbg or other debugging tools for Windows [15].  

WinDbg has a Debugger Command window [81] to execute debugger command 
programs. A debugger command program is a small application that consists 
of debugger commands and control flow tokens, such as if, for, and while. [82] 

A script file is a text file that contains a sequence of commands. In Windows 
documentation a developer can find a variety of ways for the debugger to load a script 
file and execute it. A script file can contain commands to be executed sequentially 
or can use a more complex flow of execution. Scripts have limitations, like not all 
WinDbg's functions can be called from a script, kernel-mode commands, remote 
exit, etc. [83]  

Written competently, scripts run faster and more careful and precise in results then 
humans, as I know from my experience. To write a debugger command program 
requires developer skills and scripting language knowledge. Some standard and 
specialized debugging techniques are presented on Windows Hardware Dev Center 
webpage [84].  

Statistics automated calculations 

I assume that if gathered a lot of memory dumps information, one can try to find 
predictability in memory use by calculating and analyzing the memory addresses. 
And by saying «a lot» I mean thousands of cases on different machines. The results 
should be stored in an expedient way, to be fast accessed multiple times 
by calculating engines. 

Together automation of memory gathering and programmed calculations can prove 
or reject mathematical theories predicting memory usage and defining ranges.  
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Try other tools for memory analysis 

For experiment 5.2 I needed a graphical representation of the memory map. VMMap 
can only produce it for 32-bit process. For further research it might be practical to find 
a tool, which produces graphical maps for 64-bit processes.  

Chrome Dev Tools have Heap profiler, which can allow a developer to monitor 
memory allocations on the high level (without memory dumps). It might be practical to 
use heap snapshots and memory profiles in order to better understand Chrome's 
memory allocation algorithms. It is interesting to know if this memory calculations are 
correspond to real allocations. 

Try other strategies 

Thanks to the experiments statistical analysis seems to be not highly promising 
strategy for a webpage to reliably get knowledge about addresses in virtual memory 
where its data is written. That is why I encourage forthcoming researchers to explore 
other strategies, which can open unexpected ways to find vulnerabilities.  

In the Internet one cat find some case studies, discussions, exploits and code snippets 
related to different aspects of virtual memory analysis from a webpage perspective.  

Project Zero team at Google publish news and updates, which could be interesting 
to follow. In their blog posts one can find detailed descriptions of Chrome's 
vulnerabilities and exploits. As announced in Google security blog in 2014, Project 
Zero is a team of security analysts employed by Google tasked with finding zero-day 
vulnerabilities, the secret hackable bugs that are exploited by criminals, 
state-sponsored hackers, and intelligence agencies. [85,86]  

Bypassing ASLR by heap spraying 

One of the April's articles on Project Zero's web blog described exploit for escaping the 
Chrome sandbox. [87] The fifth step was about heap spraying the virtual memory 
of the browser with shared memory mappings created by Mojo IPS  layer controller 25

25 IPS stands for Instruction prevention system 
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by JavaScript. They had to deal with similar issues with the Chrome renderer limits, 
we have met in the last experiment.  

This approach is different and demand understanding of the internal implementation 
of different parts of the Chrome. It shows the possibilities and learning directions 
available for penetration testers. 

Leak memory block information 

My attention was caught by an article «Google Chrome Exploitation — A Case Study» 
by Palo Alto Networks published in 2014. [44] I realize that vulnerability exploited in the 
case study is most likely patched, but the idea seems interesting to me. The article 
provides code snippets to allow the reader to try out parts of the exploit.  

What could be interesting for our case is to try to read from memory in the auxiliary 
objects prefixed to the typed array I write in the memory, the same way it is done in the 
article in the function findChromeAllocators(). 

Source code analysis 

Next level in penetration testing is to test and debug with knowledge about the 
Chrome's source code (White box testing [58]). Google has the Chromium Projects 
[14,18] to allow developers and testers from around the world to study, develop and 
debug the Chrom's source code.  

There is a WinDbg function to execute a program step by step or from breakpoint 
to breakpoint, and compare changes in memory allocations. Understanding the code 
flow and knowledge about variables and functions names, hard coded magic numbers 
gives meaning to the step by step debugging in WinDbg or other debugging tools. 
The Chromium Project provides documentation for WinDbg setup, common 
commands and other hints for developers who wants to debug Chromium with 
WinDbg. [88,89]  

Source code analysis approach is more knowledge and programming experience 
demanding. But it gives a more reliable material for vulnerability search. Once found 
a bug  in the source code a hacker can be confident about the application behavior.  26

  

26 By the «bug» I mean here, a software bug, which is an error, flaw, failure or fault 
in a computer program or system that causes it to produce an incorrect or unexpected result, 
or to behave in unintended ways. [90] 
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Summary 

Limitations can be addressed by automation of dump gathering. It allows to analyze 
memory dumps faster. Together automation of memory gathering and programmed 
calculations can prove or reject mathematical theories predicting memory usage and 
defining ranges. To write a debugger command program and implementing 
calculations requires developer skills and scripting language knowledge. Written 
competently, scripts run faster and more careful and precise in results then humans.  

Statistical analysis seems to be not highly promising strategy. That is why I encourage 
furthcoming researchers to explore other strategies and tools, which can open 
unexpected ways to find vulnerabilities. From Project Zero publications one can find 
materials for exploits for Chrome done by professionals, as well as ideas related to 
memory challenging.  

Next level in penetration testing would be Chrome's source code study. Google has 
the Chromium Projects to allow developers and testers from around the world to study, 
develop and debug the Chrome's source code. Source code analysis approach 
is more knowledge and programming experience demanding. But it gives a more 
reliable material for vulnerability search.  
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Chapter 7.  
Conclusion 

Last chapter summarises the problem, the main findings and the 
discussion, as well as compare the results with materials in the second 
chapter and author's expectations. Short implications of the research, 
inspirations and last thoughts for people working in the field are stated 
in this chapter. 
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Research problem: Is heap spray on 64-bit machine 
possible? 

«Naively, it seems like the 64-bit address makes it difficult to mount a heap spray: to fill 
all (or a significant fraction) of virtual memory, you'd need to spray an absolutely 
ridiculous amount of data into the heap. I realize that on 64-bit platforms, the virtual 
memory address space is really 48 bits, not 64 bits, but that still seems to be more 
than enough to make filling the entire virtual address space unlikely. 

Therefore, naively, it seems like we might not need to worry about heap spray attacks 
against 64-bit processes. But is this conclusion correct? Are there clever ways of doing 
a heap spray even against a 64-bit process? (Assume that the target process is using 
ASLR, as is standard these days.)» 

This question was asked in 2014 in Information Security Stack Exchange forum [91]. 
There was to answers, both agreed on the fact that spraying heap does not mean 
to fill entire virtual address space. SkyLined wrote on the target address the 
particular payload. It was enough to be exploited. In experiment 5.4 I managed to 
allocate 2 GB of memory in one block. But it is not yet exploitable, since the location 
on each execution is different, meaning we cannot reliably redirect execution flow 
to this block. To find out if metadata prefixed to this block, contains information about 
its location. If yes, I would try to scan this area using JavaScript, and leak the address, 
as was done in one old case study [44], I name in chapter 6 in section «Leak memory 
block information». 

As mentioned in the question, ASLR is one of the Windows memory protections. 
It takes advantage of the large address space (8TB) of 64-bit processes and adds high 
entropy randomization bottom-up (1 TB of variance), top-down (8 GB of variance) and 
for system images (moved above 4 GB).[92] In practice it means an attacker have 
to spray more than 1 TB of start addresses on the heap.  

In my last experiment I have tried to spray as much memory as possible, hundreds 
of gigabytes, maybe. Obviously, it is possible, we all know that modern websites, like 
Facebook, allow users to upload a lot of pictures simultaneously, and download 
movies on the fly. It was also mentioned by Chrome security expert Mark Brand, that 
there is no memory or virtual address space limit in the browser process […], 
but renderer limits will still be applied. I did allocate more memory on the heap 
in my experiment, but the memory dumps look unexpected for me. To bypass render 
limits is not a trivial task. 

As we know, Chrome uses its own heap protection — PartitionAlloc, which splits the 
object into partitions and protects metadata by guard areas. I wonder, maybe 
PartitionAlloc itself or in combination with ASLR it could give an attacker a hole, 
as it happened with Internet Explorer's MemoryProtectior [93]. Or maybe there are 
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some bugs in other parts of Chrome code, which allow an attacker to bypass ASLR, 
as it was possible with Chrome Mojo IPC layer. [87]  

As history shows it is harder to spray heap with ASLR and other memory 
protections, but it is still possible, if the attacker knows details on the source code 
level. It is my last suggestion in chapter 6, section «Source code analysis». 

Main findings 

At this point in the report we know the experiment results and we can elaborate to the 
questions from the second chapter. 

Based on experiment 5.2 observations I conclude that the system space for 64-bit 
process on 64-bit Windows is much smaller then stated in Windows documentation, 
and equals 8 terabytes.  

Experiment 5.1 showed that a virtual space layout for a 32-bit processes on 64-bit 
Windows consist of 2 GB of user space memory at lowest addresses and the rest 
of the standard 16 TB of memory is dedicated for system space. 

SkyLined's strategy of jumping from user address space to kernel space does not work 
on 64-bit Chrome. It is proven in experiment 5.3. From the results we also know that 
typed arrays pushed into a basic array does not form a single consecutive block. 
And there is no obvious way to predict the locations for any user objects in memory, 
as we know from experiment 5.5. But we observe that the user's objects are located 
higher than approx. 0x100`00000000. Note: to be sure on this number, more statistical 
data should be collected. 

Magic numbers for end of library addresses, the separation size and the maximum 
size for typed arrays are not applicable to 64-bit Chrome. From experiment 5.4 
we have learned that the maximum size for typed arrays is 0x8000C000, and it is 
larger than SkyLined's limit . The auxiliary objects size created as prefix to each single 27

typed array allocation is 0x2000 + 0x2000.  

With 64-bit Chrome it is no longer possible to write a particular value to a particular 
address. The range can be defined: between approx. 0x100`00000000 and approx. 
0x7000`00000000, but this amount of addresses is useless for heap spray attacks.  

It is possible to find a written value in memory for single typed arrays. Their predictable 
size makes it possible, not predictable location, unfortunately. 

27 By experimenting with 32-bit Chrome I have also found out that 0x30000000 is not the limit 
for typed arrays, but actually 0x79000000 with BigUint64Array(0xF1FFFFF). This results are not 
a part of the thesis, but are available in the same GitHub repository. 
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It is possible to fill parts of the virtual memory to a Chrome tab. Difficult to name the 
maximum amount of memory Chrome allows to write based on the heap spraying 
experiment 5.6 I have done. The allocation behaviour is not obvious for spraying 
allocations — the size of allocations does not correspond to the object size the way 
it does in single allocations. I could not even recognize the content. 

Implications of the research 

The target group for this master thesis is master students taking courses 
in programming, network and cyber security. In this report I have given overview over 
materials about Windows’ and Chrome's protection techniques essentials (virtual 
memory, DEP, ASLR, unique heap realization in Chrome, etc. [4,13]), heap writing 
techniques, test flow, memory dump analysis. This knowledge is from different areas, 
but required for penetration test of Google Chrome.  

En working testing and development environment is established the way it is possible 
for a student to reproduce it. 

Researchers interested to continue the research, can find my working script for 
allocating of 2 GB of memory as single object, script for spraying the memory with 
many objects, and other code snippets and gathered memory dumps in my GitHub 
repository .  28

In chapters 6 and 7 researchers can find inspirational advices on how to approach 
the goal further. 

Last thoughts and inspirations 

Google Chrome is difficult, but interesting and important target for penetration testers. 
As much you trying as much you learn about operating system protection, application 
protection, JavaScript, memory, penetration techniques, etc.  

 

28 https://github.com/alina-lapina/masters 
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